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Abstract: In Wireless Sensor Network energy is a vital parameter as the sensor nodes are low power devices. Many energy efficient protocols have been proposed to efficiently utilize the battery-life of the sensor nodes. Hence it is vital to forward the data packet from the sensor nodes to the sink node without any delay. In contention-based Receiver-Initiated MAC protocols this delay is caused by the idle listening which makes the data packet to stay in the nodes for a longer duration. Also due to collision and retransmission it further introduces delay in the network. As it is not aware of the sink node the data packet may end up in looping. In this paper an Enhanced Scheduling-MAC (ES-MAC) protocol is proposed which is a sink-aware beacon is scheduling algorithm applied over receiver-initiated MAC protocol, guaranteeing a delay-efficient communication enhances network lifetime. The ns-2 performance evaluation shows the proposed ES-MAC has high throughput and less network latency. Moreover the comparative simulation result indicates that the proposed protocol outperforms the contention-based RI-MAC protocols.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a spatially distributed wireless network device incorporated with multiple sensors to monitor the physical or environmental affairs. A WSN network incorporates a gateway sink that provides the wireless connectivity to the real world and measures a number of physical conditions like humidity, temperature and stress. Also, the wireless protocol equipped is based on the application requirement. The available standard for the transceiver radio is 2.4 GHz based on IEEE 802.15.4 or IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) standards, which usually operates in 900MHz. WSN has been deployed in various applications mainly where human intervention is prohibited, e.g., military [1-2], environmental monitoring [3-4], health monitoring [5-10], smart energy management system [11-15] and various other [16-20] industries. The major components of a sensor node are microcontroller, external memory, sensors [21], battery, and transceiver. The transceiver radio [22] in the sensor node consumes majority of the battery power as it has dual activity for transmission/reception of control/data packets. Duty cycling is the most efficient method to control the transceiver power in which it controls the radio’s sleep/wake state. The power consumption in radio model, IEEE 802.15.5 TelosB TRP2420CA [4] consumes 1µA, 21µA and 23 mA in sleep mode, idle mode and receive mode, respectively. Therefore, to put the transceiver radio efficiently in sleep mode and avoid unnecessary data transmission is vital to save energy. This is done by the MAC layer, which is the second layer of the IEEE 802 OSI reference model. The MAC layer is a foremost reason to provide the reliability and efficiency in a shared medium for a WSN. The MAC layer is responsible for channel access policies, scheduling, error control, buffer management, framing, addressing and flow control. A WSN requires a MAC protocol to consider energy efficiency, reliability, and latency and high throughput as major priorities to in-house with sensor’s limited resources and to avoid superfluous power consumption.

There are two schemes in which the data packets can be ported in a sensor network: (i) Synchronous scheme (ii) Asynchronous scheme. The receiver-initiated MAC (RI-MAC) protocol [5] in the asynchronous scheme is more promising and serves better throughput, less latency and bandwidth utilization compared to the sender-initiated MAC protocols [6-8]. The RI-MAC protocol [5] is mainly designed to reduce the idle listening duration and protocol overhead which caused more latency in sender-initiated MAC protocols. In RI-MAC protocol [5] only the receiver node is responsible to initiate the data communication. Whenever a sensor node has data packet in the transmission_queue, the sensor node (sender node) transits to active mode and waits for the intended receiver node to transit to its active mode. On the other hand, the receiver node transmits a beacon frame for a shorter duration to its neighboring sender nodes that it is “READY” to receive the data packets. So, when the sender node receives the beacon frame, it immediately sends an ACK packet and start to transfer the data packets after a random delay to avoid collision with neighboring sender nodes to the receiver node. After the timer expires in the receiver node it goes to the sleep mode. Hence by efficiently manipulating the beacon duration, the efficiency of the RI-MAC protocol can be improved in terms of energy efficiency and spatial reusability.
In this paper, a novel beacon scheduling mechanism named ES-MAC is implemented over the traditional RI-MAC protocol. This scheduling mechanism reduces the packet latency by avoiding the packet staying at each sensor node, eliminates sender schedule conflict in case of multiple senders and also the nodes are sink-aware. A random route discovery mechanism is implemented as a part of the setup. Through this, the neighboring nodes are made to efficiently coordinate with each other using this novel beacon scheduling mechanism in RI-MAC, which adaptively increases the throughput with less latency and eventually increase the network lifetime. The comparative study between the traditional RI-MAC, REA-MAC, R-MAC and the proposed MAC is made using the ns-2 simulator clearly reflect that the proposed MAC outperforms the existing protocols [5,3,3].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, problem statement is given. In section 3, the related work about the RI-MAC protocol is discussed. In Section 4, the design of the RI-MAC is implemented with the novel scheduling algorithm. In Section 5, the power modeling of the sensor node is formulated and Section 6 presents the experimental setup, comparison evaluation of traditional RI-MAC, REA-MAC, R-MAC and proposed MAC using ns-2 simulation. Lastly, in Section 6, the conclusion of this research work is given.

II. RELATED WORK

A very limited Receiver-Initiated MAC protocols that have been proposed [7-8] in view of the data aggregation-delay. In this paper, the attempt is to propose a RI-MAC protocol implemented with duty cycling combined with sink aware protocol with different traffic conditions in WSN. The receiver-initiation mechanism was first implemented for the sensor networks in PTIP (Periodic Terminal Initiated Polling) [9], but only for infrastructure-based set-up sensor networks, where the access point is fixed and energy unconstrained. In PTIP, the sensor node wakes up periodically and polls a poll-packet to an access-point to which the sensor node is associated with. Upon receiving the poll-packet, the access-point starts forwarding all the buffered data packets. But the PTIP infrastructure is fixed and is very different from ad-hoc WSN, where multi-hop routing, topology customization is common and the sensor battery capacity is limited. Another receiver-initiated system known as Low-Power Probing (LPP) introduced by Koala System [3] was designed for bulk data downloads from different sensor nodes, for non-real time applications. In LPP, the downloads are initiated by the gateway, which allows the node to be in sleep-state until it receives the gateway’s download initiation. With LPP each sensor node periodically broadcasts a short probe request and upon receiving the acknowledgement, the node remains active to receive the data packets or else it will go to sleep-state. Garcia-Luna-Aceves et al. in [3] proposed a RI-collision avoidance scheme for general wireless networks during the time when collision was a major concern and power efficiency was a low key area of research. Yajun Sun et al. [5] applied the mechanism of RI-MAC to duty cycle MAC protocols for ad-hoc sensor networks by coordinating the neighbor nodes using a beacon frame [refer section III]. In REA-MAC [2] and R-MAC [3], the authors extend RI-MAC [5] by implementing a topology discovery protocol and scheduling beacon transmission based on its depth. Here a node selects its slot using TDMA approach to broadcast its beacon according to its depth. The data packets are lifted up to the sink node in a pipelined fashion in a single operational cycle. Few data packets remain in the queue at closure of the corresponding slot and it can transfer in succeeding operational cycle. R-MAC [3] is an enhanced protocol version of REA-MAC [2] in correspondence with the avoidance of beacon collision among the neighboring nodes.

REA-MAC [2] evades the beacon collision by randomizing the beacon timings among the neighboring nodes within the selected TDMA slot. While, in [3] the neighboring nodes coordinate the beacon timings as the receiver node predicts the wake-up time of its child nodes. More fairness is achieved in RC-MAC [3] by reducing the scheduling interference using a tree topology. It [4] follows a parent-child paradigm where the parent acts as the coordinator node for gathering the data packets. Hence these protocols efficiently utilize the bandwidth by avoiding retransmission of data packets.

IRI-MAC[3] is an improved version of RI-MAC[5] and RC MAC[4]. A Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) is generated by an equation in IRI-MAC [2] to identify the channel clear status. It timestamps non-repetitive schedule for different nodes and hence avoids collision by intimating the other nodes within the same interference range. This [3] performs a CCA and wait for a random time for the next beacon signal to transmit the data packet. The hidden terminal problem in RI-MAC [5] is overcome by IRI-MAC [3].

Introduction of Wakeup Adapting Traffic (WAT) [6] out-performs the conventional RI-MAC[5] and X-MAC[7] to achieve high packet delivery ratio, low packet delivery latency with minimum duty cycle under wide range of traffic. It adopts an adaptive traffic policy which enables the receiver to choose its own wakeup interval depending on the previous traffic arrived by extending the linear congruential generator used in PW-MAC [6] and O-MAC [7]. Also, it adopts an efficient predictive wakeup mechanism in successive cycle in the WAT Beacon to fetch the next wake-up time of the source and the receiver.

By closely studying the protocol designs of [5,2,3], a research gap is identified in the data gathering mechanism of RI-MAC protocol. This includes minimization of idle listening period when the traffic load is dense, latency caused by looping of data packet in network and the cost of latency due to collision and re-transmission of data packet. The proposed ES-MAC protocol is designed to overcome these drawbacks.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The WSN nodes can perform a full duplex data transfer operation meaning, it can send/receive data at the defined fixed intervals. The MAC layer is primarily responsible for clearing the channel to initiate the data transmission between source and the sink. In a sensor network, the intermediate node will bypass or forward the data traffic to the destined destination. In RI-MAC protocol [5] the data transmission is initiated once the beacon frame is exchanged between the receiver node and any intended sender node over a common time schedule. When the radio is ON, the receiver node(s) transmit the beacon frame for a short duration and neighboring sender nodes if in active-state respond back to the intended receivers else the radio will go to sleep_state. As the receiver broadcasts the frame to multiple senders, it leads to collision without knowing its peer. The limitations of the RI-MAC are: (i) Each node sends/receives/forwards beacon frame and data packet, unaware of the sink node position. (ii) Collision and re-transmission when multiple sender nodes try to establish the communication. (iii) Data scheduling is carried over whenever the CPU collects the data from the sensor.

Based on the understanding, data transmission is initiated whenever the sensor kicks off with the data. In this case, nodes unnecessarily use the communication channel for transmitting a small chunk of data. Also, in the case of adverse traffic conditions, due to unawareness of the sink node path leads to packet looping in the ad-hoc network. Thereby the data communication occupies more network bandwidth which leads to poor network performance in terms of data delivery delay which in turn increases the total network delay and more number of packet collisions. Therefore, in RI-MAC protocol, delay is caused in scheduling the beacon packets, re-transmission and also while traversing the data packet to the sink node.

To resolve the beacon collision issue and to improve the delay, ES-MAC is proposed, which is an enhancement of RI-MAC protocol. The key idea of this novel architecture is to schedule the beacon control packet with the schedule timings based on the data buffer size. It also addresses the sink node path with the hop_count parameter from the source node to the sink node to avoid the collision and retransmission. Due to this technique, the model proposed above is not aware of data sensitive scheduling though the system is capable of scheduling earlier arrival-based node scheduling.

IV. OVERVIEW OF RECEIVER-INITIATED MAC PROTOCOL MECHANISM

This paper proposes a sink-aware beacon scheduling mechanism implemented over a RI-MAC paradigm as it tends to decrease the latency caused by idle listening and thereby increase the network life-time. The RI-MAC paradigm of communication is shown in figure 2. Here each node wakes-up periodically to check for incoming data packets. Node B (receiver node at instance) announces its neighboring nodes in the sensing region (node A & node C) that it is READY to accept the data packets by broadcasting a base beacon and waits for a short duration to receive the data packets. This base beacon frame acts like a trigger to establish data communication between two nodes. If no data packet arrives during this period, the receiver node A will go to sleep_state.

On the other hand, if the sender node has a data packet in the transmission queue, the sender node enter into active_state and listens to the channel for the base beacon frame from the intended receiver node B. Once it receives the base beacon, the sender node forwards the data packets in the transmission queue until the timer expires in node B and the receiver node sends an ACK frame. This ACK frame plays a dual role as acknowledgement to the previous data packet, as well as request to initiate the next data packet transmission incase the sender node has pending data packets to send in the transmission queue. Meanwhile, if a contending node (node C) tries to access the channel at the same time, the data packets collide with each other and the node transmits the frame after a random back-off. Hence the transmission challenges of the contending nodes lead to maximization at the cost of collision. In addition, the RI-MAC paradigm visibly shows that the idle listening period of the sender nodes can be significantly reduced if the sender node predicts the receiver node’s wake-up schedule and wakes up slightly before the receiver node. Another property of the RI-MAC is that the sender can request a base beacon frame from an intended receiver. This request from sender is a beacon frame with Back-off window (BW), which acts like RTS and if the intended receiver is awake, it replies with a base beacon frame. In Fig[b], sender node A sends a beacon_req to its contending receiver node B to initiate the data transmission by sending a base beacon. Rest of the mechanism follows the normal mechanism of fig[a].

Fig. 1b RI-MAC Transmission with Beacon-on-request
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Fig. 2 RI-MAC Beacon Frame Format for IEEE 804.15.4 transceiver. The Standard fields of IEEE 804.15.4 – FL (Frame Length), FCF (Frame Control Field), FCS (Frame Check Sequence)

V. PROPOSED ES-MAC PROTOCOL DESIGN

ES-MAC protocol is an enhancement of RI-MAC protocol. ES-MAC follows all the other mechanism similar to RI-MAC except the scheduling phase. In RI-MAC, each sensor node wakes up periodically to check for its incoming data packets. In active state of the sensor nodes it keeps broadcasting the beacon frame to notify its neighboring sensor nodes that it is in active state and ready to receive the data packets. Meanwhile the neighboring sensor node that has data in the transmission queue, continuously listens to the channel to forward the data packets. Upon receiving the beacon frame from the receiver sensor node the neighboring sensor node in active state starts forwarding the data packets. The ES-MAC protocol differs from the RI-MAC protocol as the sensor nodes wakes up in its operational cycle according to its cross-layer routing information [REA]. Due to its cross-layer design it reduces the number of multihop to reach the sink node. Given below are the main functions of the proposed ES-MAC:

1. Establishing a route discovery mechanism with sink node as the root node and extract the neighborhood connectivity,
2. Prioritizing the sender nodes schedule according to the MAX data_payload in data buffer, after receiving the beacon frame from the receiver.
3. Utilizing the time slot based on the senders Data_Payload and the receiver Data_Threshold,
4. Managing the clock drifts by managing a local synchronization time,
5. Changing the MAC behavior according to network prioritization,
6. Identifying the next immediate peer to reach the sink.

The proposed MAC initially establishes the communication as contention-based scheme where it uses the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) with random back-off to avoid collision, where each transmission is initiated by Request-to-Send (RTS) followed by Clear-to-Send (CTS) and DATA/ACK. During the initialization phase, the Base station sends HELLO packet to build up a route discovery database. The ES-MAC protocol is implemented over the existing RI-MAC protocol as shown in figure 3 which reduces unnecessary traffic overhead in the network by keeping the data payload size as a parameter. The receiver node extracts the sender’s data size after sending the beacon frame and prioritizes which sender node receives the data packet first. A detailed discussion is done in section 5. The proposed system architecture is categorized into four phases. They are,

1. Network learning phase
2. Scheduling phase
3. Data sensitive slot assignment phase
4. Cross-layer based Sink aware data routing phase

The modified header structure of ES-MAC is given in figure 3. The changes proposed in the existing RI-MAC beacon frame with additional decision parameters like senders Packet size and sink router information are included.

![Enhanced RI-MAC](image)

Fig. 3 ES-MAC protocol frame structure

A. Frame Transmission

Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of the frame transmission while forwarding the data packet to the sink node. Here, a scheduling phase is introduced in between the beacon_Tx and data_Tx phase to avoid unnecessary delay caused by collision and re-transmission of the data packet between different nodes. The node shares a common operation cycle to forward the data packets to the sink node. It is assumed that period of the operation cycle corresponds to the bandwidth. The operation cycle is divided into N slots which is adaptive according to the sender data_size.

When a receiver node transmits a beacon, it waits for its neighboring nodes to send an ACK. The ACK packet contains the information about the node_Id and hop_count from the sink and the data_size. The receiver node stores all the information in its database in descending order according to the data_size i.e., the sender node with the highest data_size gains the priority to send the data first. The receiver node generates and broadcasts a schedule packet. The schedule packet notifies which node to start the data transmission. After forwarding the data packet, the sender node will go to sleep_state. Hence, data collision is avoided and there is no need for retransmission of the data-packet.
wake-state and sleep-state. In the wake-state, the sensor node can operate either as a transmitter or a receiver node depending on the protocol scheduling policy.

**Algorithm 1: Network learning phase**

Let total number of nodes be $N$ & let $n$ be the number of nodes in the sensing region, varying from $n1$....$ni$.

Let $T$ be the total time slot

Wait until $\text{Data\_Time} (DT_i) \forall$ each node varying from $n1$....$ni$

if event $e_i$ receive at the dataframe $Dt_i$, then

if $e_i$ is control frame then

construct neighbor database $NB_i$ vary from $NB_{i1}$....$NB_{iN}$

update $NBD_i....NBD_N$ with $\text{Src\_Id}$, $\text{Hop\_Count}$, $\text{Packet\_Size}$

$NB_i = T_i + T/NT_i \times \Delta T$

$N = \sum_{i=1}^{N} NBD_i * T/NT_i \times \Delta T$

End if

End if

The maximum number of nodes that participates in the network built be $N$. The sink initializes the $\text{Sink\_hop\_count}$ as zero and broadcasts the packet to its neighbors within its transmission range. This accumulation of nodes within the sensing region is given by

$N = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Ni$  \hspace{1cm} (i)

This broadcast expires at $T_{\text{INIT}}$ secs.

In the $\text{Data\_Time} (DT_i)$ if any event is detected by the sensor node is received in the transmission queue. If the event is a control frame then a neighboring database $NBI$ is constructed and updated with the $\text{Src\_Id}$, $\text{Hop\_Count}$ and $\text{Packet\_Size}$.

$NB_i = T_i + T/NT_i \times \Delta T$  \hspace{1cm} (ii)

$N = \sum_{i=1}^{N} NBD_i * T/NT_i \times \Delta T$  \hspace{1cm} (iii)

Equation (i) and (ii) formulates the neighboring database for a single node and for the entire network respectively. If DTi expires, the sensor node will go to sleep-state until reception of the next frame.

The pseudocode for the network learning phase in given in Algorithm 1.
C. Scheduling Phase: Duty Cycle Operation

During the duty operation cycle of the node, the relay node and the source node undergo an beacon scheduling and forwarding mechanism to schedule the packet to the destination. The selection of peer is estimated based on the highest available data from the peer with the shortest path towards the sink based on the cross-layer routing information. This enables the sender to schedule highly available data forwarded to the sink node to ensure the sink based on the active topology network. This mechanism ensures the data transmission on the network to reach the sink based on highly available data payload from the sender or from the peer node. Additionally, the core logic is to schedule the nearest node with maximum data load, which is selected by the ASYNC based RI-MAC rather than a peer with a beacon arrival timing. This ensures data scheduling with the maximum availability information. The Peer selection is purely based on the sender_packet_size information available in the received frame if the node is a relay node. As it is a duty cycle-based protocol, each node has data-time and sleep-time, to save power consumption. However, the sensor nodes are capable of sensing data during sleep_time slot, polling the data in the active topology network. This means that the sensor nodes are operational during the sleep-time slot, polling the data in the available sensors and storing it in the data buffers. The CPU operational cycle will be independently calculated by the sleep-time and data-time. In short, data collection is done in the sleep-time when the node radio is OFF and the data scheduling is available when the node radio is ON.

D. Data Sensitive Slot Assignment Mechanism in ES-MAC

To improve the utilization of the time slot given for a data_time, maximum data payload is scheduled first from the sender. If the receiver completes the sender’s data transmission within the operational scheduling cycle then it would be (T/1) time slots, where the sender’s transmission time (T) is directly proportional to the size of the data (D). The time of transmission is estimated based on size of the Data and link speed between the sender and receiver.

Where,

\[ Time \text{ of Transmission } (T) = \frac{Data\_Size}{Speed \text{ of transmission}} \]  

If equation (iv) is applied for all sender nodes and receiver nodes, then the whole operational cycle slot is used by one node. If \( T \geq (Data\_Size/\text{Speed of Tx}) \) for all sender nodes and receiver nodes then, the whole operational cycle slot is used by more than one peer and only if the number of peer nodes total transmission time is equal to the total operational cycle of the node i.e., \( T/N \) time slots. If, \( T < (Data\_Size/\text{Speed of Tx}) \) for all sender and receiver, then the whole operational cycle slot used by one peer and remaining data is scheduled in the next time slot i.e., \( (T + \Delta T)/N \). To summarize, in order to schedule the sender to receiver data transmission, a data-sensitive scheduling ensures that a MAX data payload sender wins the receiver’s channel. The pseudocode for the scheduling and slot assignment is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Data slot assignment algorithm

Let \( T_s \) be the total time of transmission for the slot \( S_i \),
Let \( M_i \) be the data_size of the receiver frame \( R_i \),
Let \( B_W_i \) be the bandwidth of the node,
Let \( R_{si} \) be the residual size and \( i \) varies from 1,...,N,
Wait until Data_Time \( D_T_i \)
Let \( Y \) be the Data_Buffer threshold \( Y \) receiver nodes,
\( n_i \in N \forall n \) varies from \( n1 \).....\( n_i \)
Proceed,
If \( (R_{si} > Y) \)
\( R_s = M_i - Y, \)
Loop until all frames in the time slot \( D_T_i \),
End
If \( R_o > 1 \) then
\[ T_i = [(M_i - \Delta T_i) + (R_s + \Delta T_i)] * S_i / N_i \]
Else
\[ N \]
\[ T_i = \sum S_i * (M_i + \Delta T_i) / N_i \]
\( i = 1 \)
else if
sleep until Data_Time
end

E. Sink aware data routing Phase

Since wireless sensor network is a mesh network, the destination path to the sink has multiple routes. Though all the sensor node runs with a routing stack, it finds its route information with a DSDV link state routing-based routing. For designing this novel architecture, the problem exists in identifying the next immediate peer to reach the sink node. To ensure the shortest path to the sink, the initial phase is to schedule the sender that wins the receiver’s path. To make this a proactive and predominant decision, a cross-layer routing information is utilized to forward the frame to the next nearest hop. Referring to the frame structure above [fig], the sink_hop_count is added with the received frame.
With this information, during the beacon request the receiver collects all the sender information and maintains a neighbor information database ordered from the minimum to maximum sink_hop_count. Based on the neighbor information, receiver node changes its receiver_state to sender_state and waits to receive the beacon frame from the receiver intended node and route to the sink node. This process repeats until it reaches the sink node. The pseudocode for the sink-aware data routing is given in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Sink-aware Data routing
Let NB be the total number of nodes in the neighbor database. Let h_i, NID_i, DS_i be the tuple values with Hop_Count, Node_ID and Data_Size

Assume,
∀ Nodes n1,n2,n3......n_i ∈ NB
Where NB is the neighboring database.
Tuple any TP = {h_i, NID_i, DS_i}
If di is true then,
∀ nodes in NB, TP
If(n→i < n_j→h_i) && (n_i→ds_j > n_j→ds_i) then
Wait until Tx slot;
Send data frame at n_i
End if
End if
Sleep till Data_Time

F. Power Modeling of the Node

In the RI-MAC protocol for diverse dense traffic conditions, the low power consumption model is not only defined by the control packet exchange.

RI-MAC Total power consumption = E(t) at slots +E(t)Carrier Sense at each slot

The power consumption of RI-MAC protocol is a mixture of hardware overhead (HWOH) and software overhead (SWOH), because this protocol talks about the low power MAC modeling with the data traffic situations, i.e.,
Total power consumption=E(t)HWOH+E(t)SWOH
With respect to SWOH, the modeling carries delay during context switching, execution process as well as protocol parameters including delay with respect to DIFS, SIFS, BO, Overhearing delay and Idle listening delay. On the other hand, HWOH carries delay with respect to clock jitter, clock drifting parameters and race conditions. These parameters are identified for modeling the power consumption in the RI-MAC protocol. An expression is derived using these parameters to identify the power consumption when the node is in idle_state. Although working of the power consumption model using different parameters is an idea, the Poisson distribution for modeling the diverse traffic conditions cannot be considered as the rate of traffic is not stable. It is possible that control traffic or data traffic could be exponentially increasing or decreasing. Hence, an Exponential distribution function is applied for diverse traffic conditions to calculate the power as it follows the Poisson process as well as the random process. In this condition, the assumption is that events occurring are independent of time and rate. The existing RI-MAC protocol is capable of assigning the channel allocation. Though 80% of the power is consumed by the radio unit of the sensor node, unnecessary power is consumed by the MAC protocol by the idle listening and by overhearing of the neighboring nodes. Taking the RI-MAC mechanism as the reference model, this paper proposes the analytical model of the control packet for power consumption and also for modeling MAC with diverse switching conditions, which is the key idea for modeling a MAC with runtime traffic conditions. The system overhead includes MAC protocol parameters and software overhead. Therefore, the total power consumption is given by,
P(t) = P_MACOH(t) + P_SWOH(t)

Here, the power consumption of node is measured with respect to time (t), the mac overhead (MACOH) is measured by transmission T_\alpha t and reception of packets R_\alpha t. An abstract model for MAC overhead is given by,
P_MACOH(t) = P(T_\alpha t + P R_\alpha t)

The actual model solely depends on T_\alpha t and R_\alpha t which is varied with time factor T. The modified equation can be written as,
P_MACOH(t) = [P(T_\alpha t + P R_\alpha t)] * T

The hidden parameters affecting the power consumption of MAC model is idle listening and over hearing time. Including parameter P_i(t) & P_o(t) in equation (5) derives
P_MACOH(t) = [P(T_\alpha t + P R_\alpha t) +\text{P}_i(t) + P_o(t)] * T

Where T is the time factor. When a sensor node has a packet for the data transmission it includes various delays like the carrier sense delay D_CS, Back-off delay D_BO, processing delay, queuing delay, transmission delay and sleep delay combine as total delay D_TL. The total power consumption of the transmission is given by,
P_t = [D_CS + D_BO + D_TL + D_SIFS + D_DIFS]*P_i

The total power consumption of the reception is given by,
P_r = [D_SIFS + D_DIFS + BACK_0]*P_o

Where P_i is power consumption

Substituting equation 7 & 8 in equation 6,
P_MACOH(t) = (TD_CS + D_BO + D_TL + D_SIFS + D_DIFS)*P_i + (D_SIFS + D_DIFS + BACK_0)*P_o + P_i(t) + P_o(t)] * T

Power consumption of the SWOH depends on CPU process or network process.
P_{CPU} = [P_{CPU} processing_0 + P_{CS}(t) + P \text{ cache eff}(t) + P \text{ stall time CS}(t)]
Where, P_{CPU} processing_0 is actual processing time of CPU when the system is in high traffic condition
P_{CS}(t) is power consumption of CPU at context switching over head, P cache eff (t) is CPU stall time due to cache memory delay and P stall time CS (t) is delay in time due to context switching. Substituting equation 9 & 10 in 1 & the total power consumption will be
P(t) =

\[\begin{align*}
(D_{CS}+D_{BOT}+D_{TL}+D_{BSF}+D_{DBS})*P_1+(D_{SBF}+D_{DBS}+BACK_{SI})*P_2
\end{align*}\]

Let equation (11) be the total power consumption of the MAC model in diverse traffic conditions. This power consumption model \(P(t)\) is validated with the exponential Probability Density Function because of the events, where event is considered as packet reception \(R_X\) and the transmission \(T_X\) with respect to time \(T\).

The Probability Density Function of MAC model is given by,

\[
f(P(t),t) = \begin{cases} 
P(t)e^{-P_1/t}, & t > 0 \\ 0, & t < 0 \end{cases}
\]

\(P(t)\) is the total power consumption by the MAC model is represented in equation 11.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance metrics of the proposed MAC is evaluated using ns-2 simulator. To evaluate, multiple comparison is made under sparse network as well as a dense network with different protocols like R-MAC and REA-MAC in terms of energy consumption and data collection delay. In “Random” mechanism each node can randomly select its beacon transmission time over a whole operational cycle instead of choosing a specific time-slot.

A. Scenario and Simulation Setup

A simulation environment is created in NS-2 simulator. To evaluate, multiple scenarios are utilized from the simulation parameters table 1. Mostly CC2420CA radio parameters are exploited for the simulation purposes which is used in popular motes like MICAz and TelosB. The sensor nodes are randomly deployed over \([1,000 \times 1,000]\)m square area. In a dense network, 200-600 nodes are placed for the simulation purpose. A cross-layer architecture for routing is utilized to find the shortest path to find the sink node. The nodes deployed are considered immobile in this research work. The simulation parameters and proposed protocol parameters are displayed in Table 2 and Table 3. The simulation parameters utilized are exploited from RI-MAC as ES-MAC is an enhancement of RI-MAC. In the proposed MAC protocol, the slot-size and the sub-slot size is kept variable. The slot adjusts according to the packet size.

Table 1 Simulation Parameters [22]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel Bandwidth (BW)</td>
<td>250kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFS</td>
<td>192µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Time</td>
<td>320µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx Range</td>
<td>250m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Size</td>
<td>50 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Size</td>
<td>6-9 Bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACK Size 5 Bytes
CCA Check Delay 128µs
Carrier Sensing Range 550m

Table 2 Proposed MAC Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation Cycle Length</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Slots N</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Beacon Gap duration</td>
<td>50ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Size</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Protocol Slot Size</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Protocol Sub-Slot Size</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Protocol comparison

The performance metrics of Enhanced Scheduling MAC (ES-MAC) are evaluated and compared against traditional R-MAC and REA-MAC.

I. Latency Evaluation

The latency is evaluated for a dense network consists of 200 to 600 nodes where, latency is defined as the time taken by the generated packets in each node to traverse to the sink node during the simulation time. Fig 6 compares the latency per hop in a dense network against the proposed ES-MAC, R-MAC, and REA-MAC. The proposed ES-MAC maintains a minimum average latency of 1.5s. Notice that the latency slightly increases when the node density increases more than 450 due to multi-hop network. The proposed ES-MAC outperforms the other conventional MAC due to its cross-layer architecture and elimination of re-transmission technique between the nodes. Secondly, the average latency is calculated for a sensor node with it packet flow rate. The packet flow rate varies according to the network traffic. In fig 6, shows that proposed ES-MAC performs better than the R-MAC. In [ R-MAC], it has been already proved that R-MAC outperforms REA-MAC as R-MAC has cooperative scheduling for data transmission. The RI-MAC comparison is omitted as it uses a random forward mechanism whereas in R-MAC, REA-MAC and the proposed ES-MAC forwards the data in operational cycle.

![Fig.6 Latency per hop with increasing nodes](Image)
2. Throughput Evaluation

Throughput is the total number of successful packets received at the sink node during the simulation time measured in bits per second (bps). Throughput evaluation in a sensor network is crucial due to variation in the traffic loads. The graph in fig 7 shows the varying packet flow in the sensor nodes produces different throughputs in the conventional protocols and the proposed ES-MAC protocol. The ES-MAC has a high throughput compared to other protocols.

3. Evaluation based on Data Size

Average latency and throughput calculated over adaptive data_size and fixed data_size. Unlike the traditional RI-MAC protocols, the sensor node will come to wake state only if it is scheduled in the current operational cycle. The Protocol evaluation shows that the proposed MAC delivers low latency and high throughput. The following metrics has been calculated which measures the performance of this novel protocol.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an enhanced scheduling RI-MAC protocol is presented which is data sensitive based on its buffer size. The collision of data packets are prevented as the node receives its schedule packet prior to the data transmission. And thereby, re-transmission of packets is not required. As this novel RI-MAC is a cross-layer sink aware protocol, unnecessary looping inside the network is eliminated. In emergency network this protocol may not be efficient due to scheduling of data packets in the next coming operational cycle.
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